#1 Traffic Source For Network Marketing Leaders - Over 1 Million Clicks Delivered!

Do You Make These Mistakes
When Buying Solo Ads Traffic?
Dear friend,
My name is Peter Fan. My traffic has served over 2,000 clients (and counting) and helped
them secure a spot in their leaderboards.
I’ve helped many clients get their first sale online, and many more sales after that.
It’s a very easy process, but a lot of new marketers are making mistakes that’s preventing
them from getting the results they’re looking for.
Get rid of those mistakes and you can almost guarantee your own success!
Please read this letter if you’re





New to solo ads traffic..
Looking for traffic but not sure what to prepare beforehand..
Bought traffic before but had bad results..
Interested in getting consistent and profitable results.

“I was new.. my mistake would’ve costed me a lot of money if Peter wasn’t my Solo Ad
provider..” Eryn Hubbard (1.17secs onwards)
<embed https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2v03YF1cjhE >
Many new online marketers are buying solo traffic the wrong way.
They don’t come prepared - thinking that just getting traffic to an offer is all there is to it.
They don’t know basic traffic buying principles - making them lose money instead of
profiting!
And profiting is the main goal when you buy any kind of traffic, and I’ll show you how.
But here’s their biggest mistake:
Expecting unrealistic results.
If you’re like that, I hate to break it to you..
You’re only gonna be disappointed.
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No, you won’t get rich overnight, you won’t get to quit your job immediately, you most
definitely won’t achieve the coveted ‘financial freedom’ status just by buying a traffic
package.
However.. there IS a way to get results..
Guaranteed results - results that will get you on the right path towards your dream goals.
Results that will light the path towards your income goal..
Results that will soon get you to your goal of financial freedom..
And I’ll reveal how below.
By the way, this is Eryn now after choosing me as his traffic provider to help his business:
“Last 200 clicks made almost $1,100 just from OTO and another $600 today!”
<embed https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNYiqxiurzQ >

Avoid These Success-Killing Mistakes!
Results you should be looking for are consistent opt-in rates and a positive return-oninvestments (ROI).
Mistake #1 - Not Capturing Leads
The most common mistake new marketers make is not capturing the leads from the traffic
source.
You must always capture the leads!
The reason to capture leads is so that you can contact them again about an offer they’re
already interested in.
When someone opts into your page, it means that you have some information they wanna
know. They give their email in exchange for the information you have for them.
You store them in your preferred auto-responder (I highly recommend Aweber) so you can
notify them on a later date about your offer, or any other offers you have.
You do this by creating an opt-in page (a.k.a capture page or squeeze page). There are
various capture page creators out there in the market.
But having a capture page isn’t the solution, it’s what’s on the capture page.
Designing a bad capture page can actually drive people away!
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There’s a certain method to creating the perfect, high-converting capture page - it’s the
difference between a low 15-20% opt-in rate and a healthy, industry-standard of 35%-45%
opt-in rate. (Don’t worry, I can help.)

Mistake #2 - Not Engaging Leads
Another common mistake that even experience marketers make is NOT engaging your leads
after capturing them.
A lot of your subscribers are already interested in what you have to offer - which is why they
opt-in to your page in the first place - but they just need a little bit more “push” to get them
to make the sale.
You need to reassure your leads about what your offer can do and how it can help them.
Usually they need more proof or a better explanation of your offer.
Remember: Why would someone buy something if they don’t understand what it can do for
them?
Talk about the benefits of having your offer - how can it solve their problem.
You do this by writing follow-up emails in your autoresponder.
The purpose of these emails is to entice your prospects more. Educate them.. explain to
them.. make it clear to them why your offer is the solution they’re looking for.
Tip: One of the reasons why many prospects hesitate to join a program is because they’re
worried they’re gonna be alone. By engaging them via emails, you solve this problem.
They’ll start trusting you, which will eventually lead to a sale!
Smart marketers solve this problem by writing a follow-up sequence for their capture leads.
The ones who can’t write usually hire copywriters to do the job for them.
Here’s what Perry Marshall, author of the popular book 80/20 Sales & Marketing, said about
copywriters: “..great copywriting can make or break a business. Give me a so-so product
with the world’s best copywriter, and I will sell millions of dollars’ worth of the product. Give
me a great product and a bad copywriter, and the company may go bankrupt.”
Consider engaging a copywriter’s services for your business.

Mistake #3 - Not Tracking
Tracking is one of the most important parts of a business.
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Without tracking, how can you know if your efforts are making you a profit or causing you a
loss?
With tracking, you can know for sure whether you’re having a positive ROI or not.. and once
you do, all you have to do is scale it up!
Let’s say you’ve setup all of your tracking and you wanna buy a package from me.
After purchase, you see that you are in a great 40% profit - and you wouldn’t know this
number without tracking!
Now let’s say you bought 500 clicks and your profit is $200 after the purchase..
Then you scale up by getting 5,000 clicks instead - which will increase your profit to $2,000!
The important thing to remember here is that to succeed in your business you need to have
consistent results and profitable ROI.
You can achieve that by having a capture page, a well-written follow-up email sequence and
a good tracking system (I recommend ClickMagick).
Listen to what Angelica achieved after I’ve helped her solve her mistakes!
“Bought 500 clicks.. got 2 sales and 1 upsell”
<embed https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R58Q6Rh6pPA >
This is the kind of result you should be getting when buying traffic!

But You Need More Than Traffic.. You Need a SOLUTION!
There are a few reasons why my traffic is the #1 source for many networking leaders.
I’ve been helping and guiding them, and many of their affiliates, to get into their company’s
Top 10 leaderboards .
I’ve helped countless beginners make their first ever sale online.. many of them made highticket sales.
I’ve increased conversions for more advanced marketers, further increasing their profit
margins and ROIs.
You see, when you buy my traffic you’re not just getting clicks..
You’re getting a business solution!
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I’ll make sure your offer is fully optimized for highest conversion rates.. so you’ll have
consistent results you can have again and again without fail.
That’s how I made thousands of clients into leaders!
And it’s pretty easy if you don’t make the mistakes I said above..
..and if you use my traffic. ;-)

Presenting Your Business Solution!
The Traffic


High Quality, Exceptionally Qualified Traffic
90% of my traffic consists of opportunity seekers from Tier 1 countries.
Tier 1 countries are the US, Canada, UK, Australia and New Zealand and are
considered to be the highest spending countries with good understanding of the
English language.
The rest comes from other countries that have good command of English but are
also highly interested in your offer.



Unique List Nurturing
I treat my list differently than others!
I’ve carefully nurtured my list to pay attention to my recommendations and advice.
What I say, they listen. It’s how I’m able to make my clients multiple sales almost
every time!



Extremely Biz-Opp Friendly
My list is always hungry for biz-opp offers! They are interested to know ways to
make a living online, just like you! Right now, many are waiting patiently for my
email about an offer recommendation. The next offer can be yours!



Fresh & Active List
Other vendors don’t refresh their traffic list as frequently as me. I pride myself on
how I keep my list fresh with new subscribers. Having a fresh list keeps my traffic
responsive and ready. Almost no deadbeats will see your offer - they’re all deleted!
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You can choose to have either 85% Tier 1 or 100% Tier 1 traffic sent to your offer.
The difference is that 100% Tier 1 traffic means you’ll have more “qualified” prospects to see
your offer.
The Packages
Unsure which package is for you? I’ll explain below.
All of my packages come with:


A completely FREE 30 minute 1-on-1 personal, uniquely customized coaching with
me.
On this call, I’ll give you proper marketing advice and insider’s tips to greatly improve
the conversions of your offer.



My personal swipe file collection of my most converting emails.
You’ll have this as a bonus you can use for your offer. I’ll teach you how to use it
effectively in the free coaching call you’ll be getting.

100-200 Click Package
Info:
If you’ve never bought traffic before, this is where you should start to get a ‘feel’ of how
buying traffic works. You’ll soon understand how basic online marketing principles are
applied to your business. This is to get your feet wet before playing with the ‘big boys’.
What You’ll Get:
FREE 30-min 1-on-1 coaching call with me.
My personal swipe file collection of my most converting emails.
Choice of 85% or 100% tier 1 traffic.

300-500 Click Package
Info:
Packages starting from 300 is a much better way to test for your offer’s conversion. You’ll
have better data and stats to make a more concrete decision that your offer is converting or
not, and should you scale up or test again. I highly recommend new buyers to start with this.
What You’ll Get:
1 fully optimized custom capture page for only $47 ($97 for non-buyers. Capture page is
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optimized to get you at least 40% opt-in rate or your money back)
FREE 30-min 1-on-1 coaching call with me.
My personal swipe file collection of my most converting emails.
Choice of 85% or 100% tier 1 traffic.

1000-2000 Click Package
Info:
These packages are for those who are ready to ramp up their business to the next level.
Packages at this level will cause your mobile to ring non-stop with sales notifications. Pick
this when you’re ready to start waking up with a new sale every morning!
What You’ll Get:
1 fully optimized custom capture page FREE
FREE 30-min 1-on-1 coaching call with me.
My personal swipe file collection of my most converting emails.
Choice of 85% or 100% tier 1 traffic.

5000 - 10,000 Click Package
Info:
This is the ‘big boys’ arena. This is where success truly begins. Packages this huge are meant
for clients who have a good grasp of their business, profiting well, and looking to blast their
income level sky high. This is where leaders are made. This is where you land a spot in the
Top 10 leaderboards.
What You’ll Get:
2 fully optimized custom capture pages FREE (having two allows you to split test them.. test
them and choose the one which has a better conversion rate - getting you even more
profits!)
FREE 30-min 1-on-1 coaching call with me.
My personal swipe file collection of my most converting emails.
Choice of 85% or 100% tier 1 traffic.

Special Order Packages
For advanced marketers, if you’re looking for more than 10,000 clicks, please contact me
first.
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I also provide a monthly package service. Your clicks will run on a set date every month
continuously until you choose to stop.
This is the best package to have if you want to see your profits increase month after month.
Please contact me if you want to set this up.
<ENTER CONTACT ICONS>

The Guarantee
All of my packages come with the following guarantee:


You’ll receive 100% highly-interested opportunity seekers clicking on your offer.
I purge deadbeats off my list frequently. Only those who are still actively looking for
an opportunity will stay on my list. This ensures that only highly interested seekers
will see your offer.



Packages will be delivered and completed within 7 days.
I deliver my traffic with lightning speed. Other traffic vendors typically take 14 days
to deliver a 1000-click order. I can finish that within 7 days, sometimes even faster.
This allows you to get your stats and results faster.. and “money loves speed”!



Guaranteed 40% opt-in conversion rate, or your money back!
Having a consistent opt-in rate means you’ll have consistent results. Having
consistent results means you can scale your marketing up and still get the same optin rate - leading to consistent profit and sales!
This only applies to capture pages that I create. Please check the packages above.

My Packages Are In High Demand!
You need to book me now.
As you can see from my raving testimonials, I’m pretty much booked up most of the time.
But if you act quick, I can start your traffic in about 3 days instead of having to wait for
weeks.

Select Your Solution Package!
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<insert buy buttons>

Next Steps
<insert screenshots of what happens next after choosing a package>

Let Me Solve Your Business Problems!
You’re now at a crossroads and the path you take next will determine your future.
Path #1 - Ignore my solution and risk yourself spending money on questionable traffic. Not
many vendors provide value like me.
Not choosing my solutions also mean you’re not interested in my guidance to get you to
profit!
If you rather ‘gamble’ your hard-earned money away and not try my proven business
solutions, I understand.
But I’ll bet that you’ll come to me sooner or later.. ;-)
Path #2 - Eradicate your business problems with my complete traffic solution.
No more wondering what will happen next..
No more frustrations about losing money and not understanding why..
No more ‘guessing games’ when buying traffic..
No more low conversion rates..
My traffic solutions have proven time and time again to create results for a majority of my
clients.
If you are ready to see a huge improvement in your business, choose a package now (I
recommend 300 + my squeeze page if you’re new) and let me guide you on the next steps.

Time For Real Results!
I’m very excited to see you get results from my traffic.
If you’re serious to succeed in your business, choose a package right now.
I’m ready to get you to the next level...
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An exciting level you’ve never experienced before.
Chat soon,
Peter Fan
The Solo Guy

FAQs
Q: “Peter, I’ve never heard of you. How do I know you’re the real deal?”
A: Look at all my testimonial videos and see what they have to say about my services.
Usually my name will be in a list of recommended traffic vendors. Ask your coach or Google
me!
Q: “I’ve been scammed before by other vendors.. I’m worried.”
A: I understand that completely.. But listen, I have a reputation to uphold. My name is
known almost everywhere. You can easily search me on Google or on FB.
I care about my business and I do anything in my power to NOT give myself a bad name. If I
were to scam you, I’ll lose my reputation! - and I do not want that.
Q: “Solos didn’t work for me! How do I know yours will?”
A: First, you need to make sure that you are not making the mistakes I’ve stated above.
Please read them if you haven’t. If you still got bad results, the vendor’s list is probably stale,
not nurtured right or just low-quality.. unlike mine.
I won’t promise you that it will work for you.. but as you can see from my client
testimonials, I’m confident you’ll see results you’ve never experienced before.
Q: “What are ‘clicks’? They sound fishy to me..”
A: ‘Clicks’ is a term mainly used by marketers. When someone clicks on a link, that is
considered a click. Companies like Google, Facebook, Bing, etc. use the term ‘click’ too (CPC
= Cost per click). There are two kinds of clicks when it comes to traffic - raw clicks and
unique clicks.
When person A clicks on a link once, that’s 1 unique click. But when person A clicks on a link
twice, that’s 2 raw clicks, but is still considered 1 unique click because it’s still the same
person.
If you’re worried about ‘bot traffic’, there’s an easy way to know. You won’t have sales, and
they won’t respond to your emails at all. Some marketers do this, please exercise due
diligence before purchasing clicks from them.
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My traffic is made up of only human traffic. Because they’re the ones who have the money
to pay you.. and that’s what you want, right?
Q: “I’m ready to buy! What do you need from me?”
A: Perfect! All I need from you is your tracking link to you capture page. If you do not know
how to do this, I’ll teach you in our FREE 30-minute 1-1 coaching call. I’ll guide you step-bystep on what to do next and what you need to prepare.
Q: “Do you need my email swipe copy?”
A: Not really. I know how my list responds and they are familiar with how I write my emails
to them. Using your copy will cause a certain disconnect and they will notice this because I
didn’t write it.
My traffic is full of very smart people (and happens to be hungry for your offer too!).
However, I’m open to suggestions and will re-word your email swipe copy to fit my ‘voice’.
Q: “Peter, your packages are so expensive..”
A: With good reasons. I treat my traffic like gold. I nurture them to be open and hungry for
offers like yours. I’ve taken measures to make sure they are of the highest quality. Not
forgetting my traffic packages produce profitable results for many of my clients.
My traffic may be expensive, but it’s traffic that will give you the results you’re looking for!

More Of What My Clients Have To Say About My Traffic!
<insert more testimonials>
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